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Roadmap

Our roadmap is an open statement of direction; a guide to where we are prioritizing our efforts. However, we may change our plans as new opportunities and better ways to meet customer expectations arise. Our focus is on ensuring the features and enhancements that we are releasing are what our customers need and that they are rolled out in the best way possible.

Cloud
New ways of working with G Suite and Office 365

User Experience
Making everyday tasks as simple as possible

Mobile
On the go access for all

Reporting
Giving teachers and learners the right information at the right time
Primary Research

Customer Feedback & Usability Testing

Analyst Reports & Industry Trends

Secondary Research
Zomer 2018...

Personalised learning available with Learning Paths.

There's no one-size-fits-all approach to teaching. Different interests, learning styles and levels of understanding might be a challenge where there are limited options and resources. However, with this new feature, it is effortless to truly personalise the learning experience and set students for success by creating a sequence of resources that allow them to progress at their own pace and move ahead based on the outcome.

How to create a learning path:

- Quick start with resources already on your computer, your cloud storage or in itslearning and connect them in the desired way.
- Use the itslearning Library to quickly find content out of millions of vetted OER resources and bring them to the learning path.
- Embed learning paths within itslearning course template capability – especially suited for curriculum designers – to quickly share over several courses and teachers.

Watch how Learning Paths work here.
Elke maand een release
4 weken voor release ‘language deadline’
2 weken voor de release ‘code freeze’
1 week voor de release beta update
Feature toggle

• Code releasen zonder dat de gebruiker het merkt

• Feature aanzetten voor bepaalde sites (bijv. Pilots)

• Feature voor iedereen aanzetten op gewenst moment